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About This Content

Second part of the cyberpunk visual novel series. Set in a future in a mega city where surveillance and hacking are part of every
day life, it revolves around human relations, their dreams and their fight for living a free life.

Invisible Apartment 2 is our first longer format visual novel. Part one, which is already available on Steam for some time now
was a free introduction to the whole series. This part takes place months after the events of the previous part with a bunch of

new characters and a ton of new locations.
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Edit: Works fine you need to update the game manually for the dlc to properly install.. I like this app. Just what I needed to view
my Photoscan Models in VR. Thank you! I'm glad to see the author is still bery actively working on features for this program..
This game is so cute and alot of fun. It's light-hearted but doesn't scare away from involving big "taboo" topics. I love the style
of this game, the design and user-friendly layout and the story, don't get me started on the story! They left the story open, so
here's hoping for a sequel because although I did get slightly confused with the storyline, I feel like that's due to the fact that
they wanted to leave it open to interpretation. I feel that this game is strongly underrated and it's definately one of those games
that one would play over and over again. I love the "extra" feature too, at the end of the game, I won't spoil it, but it definately
adds to the charm.

Overall Rating: 8/10 (PLEASE PLEASE PLAY THIS GAME, YOU WONT REGRET IT!! :)). Normally I don't enjoy match 3
games, but then I found myself 2 hours later still playing this game. It's got a really nice difficulty to it. Some levels you can fly
by and others you need to do several times, rip your hair out, and then come back to it later. The small cutscenes really help with
the pacing of the game, and I'm currently around level 50. If you like match 3 games you'll love this one, if you don't like match
3 games... you like this one.. One of the best games I've ever played, even when it was in early access.. it is hell to play just like
a relasinship.....mabye i shouldent post this ah no one will take this joke sereisly but it is fun and it has one of the best skins in
the game so buy it for yourself and your loved one becues nuthing say love like killing goblims and orcs. I bought this game
becaus bLiNd is one of my favorite EDM artists. I think this game can best be summed up as a Rage-Rythm-Platformer.
Imagine your right hand playing DDR and your left hand playing an action-platformer at the same time; now imagine that with
rave music blasting and someone has a strobe light that is cycling colors going crazy in your face. That is what playing Klang is
like. If you think that sounds cool (and it is) there are some things to consider first.

I did beat the game on normal but this game is difficult. Unfortunately I feel like a lot of the difficulty is artificial and comes
more from the volume of audio and visual noise tripping up your brain as you're trying to multitask. Again, it's like playing
DDR but you're also having to maneuver your character around on platforms and/or constantly dodging beams that either insta-
kill you or cause an obscene amount of damage. To make matters worse, when you get a combo above a certain amount it
changes the color scheme of everything on screen so by the time you readjust you're likely to be taking damage and drop the
combo (ironically taking you back to the color scheme you just left as well). A lot of the time I would die and not even realize
what killed me due to the sheer amount of crap on the screen whizzing by (looking at you Angel boss). The bosses in general are
just a mess and I actually found it easier to fight them when I turned the game sound off. That should never happen in a rythm-
based game.

There were also some technical issues as well. The cutscenes, though beautiful, would experience lag spikes even though the
game itself was fine. Platforms in levels that are programmed to fall so you don't wait on them too long would sometimes
instantly fall without giving the player a chance to move but other times would give you the normal 1-2 second window to
actually keep moving. I actually soft-locked the game once by skipping a cutscene. Luckily there was a checkpoint right at the
start of the cutscene but still...

Despite all this I have to give the game its due. The soundtrack is FANTASTIC, bLiNd really outdid himself on this project and
you can actually unlock the music tracks if you just want to listen to them later on. Visually the game is beautiful with vibrant
colors that really draw you into this weird rave world. The story makes no sense but that seems intentional and I honestly didn't
mind it being left open to interpretation; I kind of got a God of War feel from it honestly. While short it should provide enough
of a challenge to keep people playing for hours on end to even just finish it.

The gameplay is pretty good overall as well. Somehow Tinimations turned DDR into an action-platformer and made it work
well. The controls were pretty responsive and apart from some parts where I questioned a hitbox and the slide mechanic, it
handled better than some AAA games I've played that also rely on controls being precise. The wall jump mechanic is pretty cool
as well and it enabled the game to do some pretty interesting and diverse things in the levels. And while I did slag off on the
mess of visuals a little bit ago there are levels that are much more just about hitting the "notes" or hitting the "notes" with just a
little bit of platforming thrown in and these are great.

I feel as though if some of the visual mess were to be toned down and some of the death beams ease up a little, this game would
be a definite recommendation by me to anyone. As it stands though, while I did enjoy it overall there are parts I never want to
play again, chief among these are the bosses. If you like EDM music and want a novel game that will challenge you and maybe
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make you frustrated, give it a shot.. Plays alright except that leaning left (backwards does not rotate the bike backwards so level
13 will have you crash when the map rotates most of the time. You lean back to go up hills which should cause you to roll over
backwards, even in the real world, so backflips are not feasible, and it's very difficult to lift the front tire.

* You can level up parts of the bike with stars from passing the tracks, but the first version of the rear wheel feels like it has
almost no tire at all. In the 'Uphill Racing' style of mobile game, you can earn upgrade points (coins) without completing the
track first, but here I feel that some users may encounter a level that they cannot pass if they upgraded their bike incorrectly as
replaying the levels will not earn you more than the first 3 stars.

Trials Frontier and Elastomania have better control, every other 'Uphill Racing' type has better progression, and Elastomania has
a track editor. It doesn't really bring in anything new other than the ambience and recent system compatibility, however you can
share tracks easily so that may be enough for $5-10.. I bought all DLC for Assetto, but I bought the Red Pack mainly because of
the two F1 cars, the F138 and the SF-15. I was disapointed in a few aspects:

- The F138 handles nicely, but it consumes too much fuel. I'm not sure this is realistic as I've never seen this before (and I drove
many F1 cars in many simulators;
- The engine sounds on the SF15 are not too good if compared to the free MOD called "VRC Williams FW37". Every time I
shift up I hear a thump, exactly like when reloading my bazooka in Team Fortress 2 (the bazooka that holds 3 missiles);

Other than that, the Red Pack is of prestime quality and all other cars are of extremely high quality.
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Piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 so many \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bugs!!!! good game but dont
download it from steam if u want to play the game. I'll ignore the actual gameplay for now, since there is too many problems
with this game in order to actually try it out properly. This game is barely playable for more than a couple minutes. There are
numerous problems with it, and it is rather worrying that it wasn't released as an early access game.

1. The game starts right off the bat, giving you no story, objective, tutorial or anything. You simply have to start playing. And
when you lose, the game just starts over with no scoreboard or story.
2. The building tooltips can't be properly viewed. They are at the bottom of the screen, and everything except the name of the
building will be outside the screen. This means you have no idea what the buildings do, nor how many crystals they cost.
3. The warrior bugs are hard to control, and will often ignore your commands to go scout on their own.
4. It is possible to start the game surrounded by enemies, resulting in an instant game over.
5. There are no options. You can't change resolution, cap the framerate, or run in windowed mode.
6. Thirteen minutes in the game started freezing every other second, forcing me to use task manager to close it.
7. The game freezes every time I try to exit it.
8. Progress doesn't seem to save, so you can't continue after exiting the game. You have to start a new game if you do. (This
could however be because I am unable to exit the game without using task manager. IDK.)

For now, I cannot find a single redeeming quality about this game, and thus I cannot recommend it. At all.. nice free to play
hidden objects game. Gameply quite repetitive though.. The Search & Rescue DLC for 911 Operator adds plenty of new
challenges for you to tackle in 911 Operator ranging from snowstorms to massive fires. This DLC adds new calls, new
equipment, new vehicles, and a lot more.. Shockingly enough, the controls are horrendous. The marble barely responds to the
mouse moving the platforms; it's absolutely embarrassing how hard it is just to make the marble collect one star. I also disliked
the full 180 degree turn the camera makes if you make an attempt to look at the levels better, so essentially you only get two
distinct angles of view. And even then when you flip the camera it spins around so quickly that you barely have any time to re-
adjust the angle of the floor before the marble goes careening off the edge. The marble itself is painfully sluggish, and with how
strict the medal times are it grates on you very quickly and you just want the marble move faster.

Overall there's just no fluent control of the game; it doesn't feel the least bit polished in comparison to games like Monkey Ball,
and it succeeds very well in ruining the immerson of the game completely. This game set a personal, land-speed record for me
of "Fastest Game Refunded." I cannot recommend this game, at all.. flew out of the maps like 5 times, bugged on walls and
desks with items.
sry but impossible to play. refunded.. Great SNES-style RPG with a fun combat system and excellent sound track.. Pretty good
if you're looking for an art piece with first person platformer elements, though it does drag with how far apart things are.
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